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What is TowerSmartWhat is TowerSmartWhat is TowerSmartWhat is TowerSmart
A complete detailing and manufacturing system specifically geared towards lattice type 

structures. It comprises modular interlinked sub-systems …

Tower_BUILD Pre-processor of common structure and panel types

Tower_3D 3D interactive modelling system with embedded detailing intelligence.

Tower_CNC Manufacturing data and BOM management system.

Tower_VP a virtual prototyper that allows the quick build and modifications of 

structures from manufacturing data.  

Tower_Frame A revolutionary design interface currently being developed 

jointly by Alupole Australia and Gad Technologies.



Tower_BuildTower_BuildTower_BuildTower_Build

TOWER_BUILD is pre-processor software brought about due to the declining 

availability of experienced tower detailers, this is a trend occurring not only 

locally but world-wide. Its aim is to encapsulate tower detailing know-how in an 

electronic database. The pre-processor requires only basic geometrical input 

such as overall model dimensions, panel types and heights, member sizes, 

required bolts, and splice locations. 



Tower_3DTower_3DTower_3DTower_3D
TOWER_3D is a fully parametric modeling system with a set of ‘smart’ routines 

that can automatically detail any bolted angular connection.

These routines have the 'expert knowledge' of the following functions ...

- Bolt placement (with ability to minimise gusset plates)

- Member notching (with logic to select the best cut solution)

- Member placement (will place members close as possible to node)

- Bolt length determination

- Hidden line removal  

- Label placement (mark, section & bolt lengths)

Tower_3D also allows the expert detailer to 

override any connection with full parametric control



Tower_CNCTower_CNCTower_CNCTower_CNC
TOWER_CNC is software that is used by detailers to control all the manufacturing 

processes required on steel components of a structure. It will produce a variety of output 

such as …

- fabrication drawings (showing drilling, bending, notching etc)

- details can be single (A4/A3 or multiple details per A1/A0 dwg)

- full scale profiles (for plates that need to be flame cut)

- sub-assembly lists (Bill of material lists)

- NC data (as required by various CNC machines)

- CNC viewer is available upon request

- virtual prototyping interface (for quickly rebuilding previous structures)



Tower_VPTower_VPTower_VPTower_VP
The virtual prototyper is a software tool that allows the quick ‘virtual prototype’ of 

a pre-built structure from basic TOWER_CNC data.

The major benefit is that existing towers can be quickly modified and checked to 

ensure fit when changing to other section sizes or standards. 



TowerSmart TowerSmart TowerSmart TowerSmart –––– 3D visualization3D visualization3D visualization3D visualization



TowerSmart TowerSmart TowerSmart TowerSmart –––– LibrariesLibrariesLibrariesLibraries

TowerSmart has numerous libraries and customization files that allows it to 
quickly adapt to almost any standard or customer requirement. 

The setup files are grouped into 2 main categories, libraries and parameter files. 
Libraries are specific tables that are used throughout the TowerSmart systems, these are …

Details Dimensions File (*.DDF)
Section Properties File (*.SEC)
Bolt Lengths File (*.BLT)

Parameter files relate to each specific sub-system and allows further flexibility 
and customization, these are …

Tower_Build parameter file (*.OPT) … parameters for Pre-Processor
Tower_3D parameter file (*.OPC) … parameters for 3D detailing
Tower_CNC parameter file (*.OPD) … parameters for CAM/CNC interface
Tower_CNC_FORMATS  … Steel Details configuration file



TowerSmart TowerSmart TowerSmart TowerSmart –––– CAD formatsCAD formatsCAD formatsCAD formats

Completed drawings can be supplied 

in both AutoCad or Microstation Formats

Layers to Levels

Blocks to Cells

Full scale or fit to Format

Multiple of converters 

available to conform to most 

CAD standards


